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GUYANA NEWS

AFC lauds Police Complaints Authority for work on Quindon Bacchus murder
probe
-calls for more resources for agency

By Stabroek News  July 10, 2022     

Leader of the Alliance For Change (AFC) Khemraj Ramjattan has
lauded the work of the Police Complaints Authority (PCA) in
recommending that three police o�cers be charged over their roles
in the killing of Quindon Bacchus.

Based on the PCA’s �ndings and the advice of the Director of Public
Prosecutions, Lance Corporal Kristoff DeNobrega was charged with
murder last Tuesday, while Thurston Simon and newly promoted
Cadet O�cer Dameion McLennon were charged for obstruction of
justice based on the allegation that they tried to cover up the manner
in which Bacchus was killed. They were all remanded to prison.

Khemraj Ramjattan
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At a press conference on Friday, Ramjattan said that the PCA-
supervised investigation was a step in the right direction.
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Fooling the fools  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> Col 123

Is he going to have to bathe in Tomato juice to get rid of the stink?
 1△ ▽

Fooling the fools  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> Col 123

He needs to go on a tour wid de black pudding historian and all wheel
drove so they can educate the people how not to be lazy thinkas........
△ ▽

rich wong  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> Col 123

I also saw him trying to take the scales from his eyes
 1△ ▽

Fooling the fools • 3 days ago

• Reply •

hmmmmm an interesting change in approach...................

I smell dead meat.
 1△ ▽

Muhammad Raoof • 3 days ago • edited

• Reply •

"AFC lauds Police Complaints Authority for work on Quindon Bacchus murder
probe"

Look at you AFC what you're trying to do , pull the stilts ( posts ) from under the
house?

Additionally did the AFC get permission to issue this statement OR it's. a sign
that youall are seeing the true light of your dominating partner? A about time , is
only so much kicking around anyone could take before something gives. Thumbs
up.
 1△ ▽

WCstar • 3 days ago

Now after you have hinted on the dissolution of the Coalition by the end of this
year, you have also taken the first and correct step to voice support for the Police
Complaints Authority, and indirectly the PPP government.

The next step is : HOW do you voice direct and public support for the Policies of
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